suspicions that this government is conspiring

with a foreign power against the expressed will of
the British people.
May's failures to control immigration;

her peculiar coronation; her delay in triggering
Article 50 and repealing the 1972 European
Communities Act; her providing time for legal

challenges and the Remain establishment to plot
subversion; her failure to strengthen borders in

preparation for Brexit; or to spur the civil service
into action for readiness; her handling of the few
Brexit-supporters in cabinet; her choice of top

cabinet ministers; her parliamentary candidate
selection to ensure that the number of Remain

MPs grew in 2017; her promise of a free vote on
fox-hunting in the 2017 manifesto as part of a

raft of policies seemingly designed to lose votes

among core Tory support; her offer to the EU of

billions for nothing and two more years of delay,
along with deeper integration into Mr Juncker's

EU army and police; all point to one predictable

outcome: the long-suffering British voter will not

get his country back while May is Prime Minister.
If Tories recognise the folly of their
suicidal course and replace May with a
committed Brexiter, they have a chance of
upsetting Corbyn's glib ascendancy.
Our only other hope of Brexit is
Momentum, who see the EU as a competitor to
their own brand of socialist tyranny.
Only cancelling your membership can
save the Conservative Party now, so that true
Brexit is delivered. Join again when it is done.
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Theresa May's Florence speech conﬁrmed

DELAY. BETRAY. REMAY.

HOAXIT

TWO SLIM HOPES
OF BREXIT

TRANSITION

TO CORBYN
AGENDA REASSIGNMENT: MAY
WANTS ORDERLY TRANSITION
TO A CORBYN GOVERNMENT

UK NUCLEAR DETERRENT TO
FALL UNDER EU CONTROL

Cameron spent £9.3 million of our money on

thing clear: 'security', an EUphemism for

a leaﬂet which told us "the government will

defence, is going to be an area of increasing

implement what you decide". Yet Theresa May

integration, despite Brexit.

Theresa May's Florence ﬂirtation made one

still hasn't persuaded Heywood and his civil
'service' to begin taking back control of our

The Lancaster House Franco-British Treaty,

borders and implementing what 70% of Tories

the reduction of the UK's exceptional military

voted for: true Brexit.

to the level of other EU nations, and the
establishment of uniﬁed EU military command

Why hasn't she? Surely she realises that failing

and procurement all point to one future:

to implement real Brexit will destroy all trust in

Brussels having control of Britain's forces.

the Tories and bar them from government for

German Chancellors will decide where Her

generations. It may even spell the end of her

Majesty's troops, ships and submarines are

divided party. There is only one explanation: she

sent. This is ReMay's treasonous plan for

wants to transition to a Jeremy Corbyn politbureau

BrexINO (Brexit In Name Only). The history

and create a disaster out of Brexit. The Tory

of stealth and autocracy shows that the Tory

party can only be saved by a new leader – one

party will only notice your dissent if you cancel

determined to make a success of leaving the EU.

your membership and vote for another party.

EUROPHILE DINOSAURS SNEER AT LEAVE VOTERS WHILE EUROPE DESCENDS INTO CHAOS

